Abstract: Geoacoustic model of sound scattering by the sea floor is developed, in which the floor is considered to be irregular layered medium with random scatterers of two types: the roughness of seabed interfaces and the volume inhomogeneities (spatial fluctuations of the acoustical parameters). As an example for computer simulation, backscattering by a silty layer overlaying a sandy half-space has been considered, and the angular dependences of scattering coefficient have been calculated.
INTRODUCTION
Modelling of sound scattering by the sea floor is of practical interest due to different reasons. First, there is practical need for predicting of the bottom reverberation, which critically affects the operation of underwater acoustic systems. Secondly, this modelling is the necessary stage in development of the methods of remote acoustic sensing, which have a great number of applications, such as obtaining information on seabed sediment properties, its relief and internal structure, discovering mineral and biological resourses, monitoring of ecological state of the sea floor and others.
The most of publications on the problem deal with the modelling of highfrequency scattering, where the seabed stratification or layerity is not taken into account. In this case sound scattering by roughness of bottom relief and near surface inhomogeneities has been studied in adequate detail [I-51. When frequency is lowered, sound penetration into the bottom increases and the influence of the stratification, scattering by the deep interfaces and layers can become essential. In a number of recent papers [5-81, this problem has been considered for some cases and particular bottom models. Here we consider more general model, including both volume and rougness scattering for arbitrary regular bottom stratification.
BOTTOM MODEL
Let the bottom is randomly inhomogeneous medi-um, which is plane-layered on the average and contains the irregularities of two 'types -the volume inhomogeneities The local refraction index n and the local relative density m (the relation of 2 sediment and water densities) we define by the random functions L~ = n (21 
where n and m are regular (averaged) refraction index and relative density being dependent on the depth z, E and p are rms of corresponding random spatial fluctuations and are to be defined as the regular depth-functions too. It is known that the acoustical parameters of sea sediment are determine$ in the main by its porosity [91. If the local random fluctuations of the porosity ~(8) are sufficiently small, we can use the linear approximations nl = n(8) = ;/<;Z>l/Z and n 2 = -I ) ( $ ) .
Here the minus is due to the density and sound velocity are usually reduced when the sediment porosity rises. where A is the scattering amplitude. When it has been found, all the basic characteristics of the scattered field can be determined. For example, the scattering coefficient M, which characterizes the frequency-angular distribution of mean intensity of the scattered field in the Fraunhofer zone (or far zone, relative to a scattering volume), can be determined from the equation where S is the horizontal cross section of the scattering volume.
In the first approximation of the method of small perturbations in the small parameters E, p, and kc, we obtain the next equations for the scattering amplitude relative density in the j-layer; p1 and p are the continuous regular functions -1 p1 = @(z,a)@(z,ao) and pz = m (d@(z,a)/dz) (d@(z,ao)/dz). Here @(z,a) is the function, which describes the acoustic field induced by the incident plane wave of unit amplitude in the regular plane-layered medium with the relative density m(z) and the refraction index n(z), and can be found by means of well-developed procedure [I01 being used widely for calculation of the plane wave reflection coefficient V(a) = @(O,a) -1.
SCATTERING COEFFICIENT.
Making use of the formulae (1,2) , we obtain the next equations for the scattering coefficient of the bottom
where h = z -z is the j-layer thickness, K = a -a is the scattering vector, The obtained here equations (3) make it possible, if the funcfion @(z,a) and consequently f and f are determined, by specifying spectra @,'V'r)(~), to evaluate j the sound scattering coefficient of an arbitrary layered bottom medium with rough interfaces and volume inhomogeneities.
COMPUTER SIMULATION.
As an example for computer simulation, we consider the backscattering case, when
, where x is the grazing angle of incident wave near the seabed surface. Besides, the layers are assumed to be homogeneous on the average. Sound absorbtion is taken into account with the advent of refraction index complexity: n = n ' + in " . Spectra (V'r) are normalized and specified by power law Table 1 and correspond to a silty layer overlaying a sandy half-space. 
